
Appendix 4 

Signage: To approve design and to consider costs and options for signage placement 

 

The play area signage has been redesigned taken into account the decisions made as per minute 20/79 to allow dogs 
onto the grass area of the playing field, for rules to be updated disregarding those that are implied by law – e.g. 
Damage / Hours / Motorbikes; removing the age limit of the playing field and organised ball games as a written rule 
(the area is too small for a pitch.) The rules on No Alcohol / Drugs to remain and to encourage use of bins.  

The below signage is a proof that would be sent to a sign maker to produce (I have asked that the sign maker ensure 
that the red circles with lines through are proportionate against all rules and a clearer graphic of the ‘no disturbance 
rule’ is needed. Sign makers usually have access to software which will allow them to make these tweaks. 

The first sign draft is for the main playing field in Hopwas. A sign legally needs to be displayed at each entrance for 
the contact details.  

Currently there is a sign with outdated contact details on the vehicular gate at Nursery Lane, the existing rules are 
displayed separately on a nearby post mounted sign (beyond economic repair.) 

The two existing signs may be replaced with just one at the Nursery Lane end. This can be on the vehicular gate or 
could be an eye level post mounted sign at the entrance 

An additional sign on the pedestrian gate to the field would be recommended as the playing field can also be 
approached from the A51 and the Red Lion carpark. 

 

 

The second sign draft is for the play area within the Playing Field in Hopwas. This sign will need to be displayed 
prominently at the entrance to the play area. This can be done by affixing the sign to the pedestrian gate or for 
greater visibility can be displayed at eye level by post mounting.  

 



 

The third sign draft is for Comberford Millennium Green the existing sign has outdated contact details and does not 
display any of the playground rules. As the play area is managed by the Parish Council, we need to ensure the 
contact details are updated however only CMG trustees can decide on any amendments to their current rules.  

The main rules are depicted on this draft signage. There is also a sign affixed to the gate with the existing rules 
detailed which would remain.   

 

 



 

 

Costing examples for signage:  

HOPWAS 

A3 on timber gate £50.00 made larger increases to £65.00 

A3 Playing field sign on single post was £ 175.00 made larger and on two posts £235.00 

A3 Play Area sign on single post £175.00 made larger and on two posts £235.00 

COMBERFORD 

A3 plating field sign mounted on single post attached to existing timber gate post £125.00. I see no reason to change 
this but allowing for it to be larger £135.00 

Installation of both sites originally £250.00 

 

Aluminium 
Post 
Mounted 
Signs 

0.9m * 
0.6m  

Roughly A1 £308 
each 

Installation & Delivery 

1.2m * 
0.9m 

Roughly A0 £491 
each 

£675 



 

 

 

 

 


